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ABSTRACT 
Let A = (u,~) be an n X n complex matrix. Then a new criterion for the 
nonsingularity of A, being ;-i generalization of a result due to Ostrowski, is given. 
Moreover, as I direct consequence of the criterion, an improvement of a theorem of 
Brauer, on localization of eigenvalues of A, is obtained. 
For a complex n X n matrix A = (u,~>, we denote by Pi and Q, the sums 
of the moduli of the off-diagonal entries of its ith row and ith column, 
respectively. 
Before stating our results we repeat, for the convenience of the reader, a 
result of Pupkov [3], which will be used later. 
TIIEOKIN [3]. If A is sing&r und x = (x ,, . . , SJ is u nontricid 
solution of the system 
t “i,jxj = 0, i=l,...,n, (1) 
.j = 1 
then 
where IbJ studs for the modulus of u complex number 6. 
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Now we proceed to our results. 
TIIEOREM 1. Assume that for any pair i, j (i # j; i, j = 1,. . ,n) of 
indices the following inequality holds: 
Pj~71atilQ.j + pi C (Qk - lakkl)> 
!xEN-(A) 
Ia,jjlQi + f’j C 
k EN-(A) 
(Qk - I%,I,)~ (3) 
where N-(A) = {1 E N = {I,. . , n): Q1 > lar,l). Then A is nonsingular. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a nontrivial solution 
x ={x ,, . , x,,)’ of (1). Furthermore, a pair of components of x, indexed by s 
and t, satisfies 
I?~1 G3 lx,1 2 Ixjl’ j=l ,..., s-1,9+1 ,..., n, (4) 
with lx,1 > 0. Indeed, suppose that lxjl = 0 for any j # s. Then, by the sth 
equation of Cl), we get 
k,J kl = 0. 
This implies that either (a,,,,( = 0 or (x,,[ = 0, which is a contradiction [it is 
easy to see that, by (3), all diagonal entries of A are nonzero]. So t exists. 
(a) Assume that, for the pair s, t, 
Then, taking into account the sth and tth equations of (l), we obtain 
Ia,v.,l Ix,1 G t Ia,,jl Ixjlt 
khl Ix,I G t Iarjl IXjl’ 
.i + 1 
which, in view of (4, become 
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Observing that lx,,) (I-~( > 0, a direct calculation yields 
which contradicts (31, provided (5) holds. 
(b) Assume that, for the pair s, t, 
f(s,t) = l~s.J?, + 9% c (Qk - bkkl). 
k E N-(A) 
Then (3) becomes 
(6) 
b,,l(b,,l- Q,>  8 c (Qk - bkkl). 
k E N-(A) 
By the last inequality t @ N-(A) and applying Pupkov’s result to A, we 
obtain 
(bttl- Q,>I~tI G c (t?,k - t"kkl)lXkl G c (Qk - l~kkl)l~kl~ (7) 
k E N\(t) k E X-(A) 
In view of (41, by (71, we get 
(l4- Q,)M G c (Qk - bkkh\I. 
k E N-(A) 
(8) 
On the other hand, by the sth equation of (1) and by (4X we have 
Taking (8) and (9) into account and observing that Ix,~( lxrl> 0, a direct 
calculation yields 
b,~,~t(b,,l- Q,> Q 9, c (Qk - bkkl)~ 
k E N-(A) 
which contradicts (3), provided (6) holds. 
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(c) Finally assume that, for the pair s, t, 
f(s,t) = I~lrrlQ, +pt c (Qk - bkkl). 
k E .\‘-<“I) 
Then, by reasoning similar to that d~wc, we arrive at a contradiction and 
complete the proof. n 
EAAUPLI’. Consider the matrix 
20 10 s 5 
A= I 6 13 1 6 19 Ii 2 2 2 I 1‘ 11 
It is easy to verify that this matrix does not satisfy the conditions of the 
Hadamard theorem [4] and Ostrowski’s result [z]. However, the matrix 
satisfies the conditions of our Thcwem 1, which implies its nonsingularity. 
Based on Theorem 1, we get the following improvement of a theorem due 
to Brauer [ 1, Theorem 111. 
12 - uii((z - u.jj( < min 
( 
PiPi, Iz - uiil(Jj + P, 
X C (Ok - I’ - ‘kkl)) 1’ - ‘.j.jlQi + pj 
krN’(A--1) 
X c 
k=X-(A-A) 
(91, -I= - %kl)) 
(i# j; i,j=l ,...,n), 
where N-(A-;I)={1~h’={l,...,n}:Q~~(=-u,~l} and I is the nXn 
identity matrix. 
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Proof. Let (Y be an eigenvalue of A. Then the determinant of A - cul is 
equal to zero and therefore, by Theorem 1, the inequality 
Icy - uiil \(Y - ujJ) > min 
( 
Pipi, /LY - a,,lQ,, + Pi c (Qk-b--kkl)’ 
k E ‘\‘-(A -a/) 
Ia - “jjlQi + ?i c (U,-l~-4)) 
k E .\‘-(A -al) 
does not hold for all i, j (i f j). Applying Theorem 2 to the transpose of A, 
we obtain another region containing all eigenvalues of A. n 
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